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The goal of the day is to offer a safe Irish celebration with
proper social distancing guidelines and maximum
sanitization for the safety of all that attend.
All staff will have a health screening day of event. We will
take temperature and safety health questionnaire. If they
feel sick or have symptoms, they will be sent home. Each
employee and security staff will check in with the manager
detailed to the health screening and clock in after they pass.
Manager will go over the safety guidelines and serving
protocol for the event so all are on the same page. A team
meeting will be preformed a week prior to go over all
safety protocol so all are aware of the severity of the rules.
Keep our patrons safe and happy.
The extension of premise site plan is attached with a layout
of the parking lot area and how we plan to space out
patrons, staff, and entertainment. A 6 ft tall fence will
surround the area and keep everyone safe inside with an
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entrance gate to the west facing fence wall and exit gate to
the east facing fence wall.
We will be having small musical groups throughout the
day. Giving them at least 15 ft of space between them and
the crowd. They will preform underneath a 10 x 10 tent in
the southeast corner of the beer garden.
*We will have around 20-25 tables that have a maximum of
10 chairs around each one. Tables capacity sizes will range
from a 2-4 top for a small table to the large table size of 810 top. Tables will all be preset, and no groups will be
allowed to move or join tables for safety reasons. No
groups will be added to other tables. Once the Hostess
seats a group at a table, they may remove their masks to
enjoy food or drink. The tables will be spaced 6 ft diameter
away from each other. So that is 6 ft diameter from the
back of the chair of one table to back of chair of the closest
table. Once the tables are set with chairs, we will put a
capacity limit on the beer garden. We will still have the 50
percent capacity limit inside both the Clancy’s Bar and
Jack room. Hostess will keep updated availability at gate
for proper seating.*
Tables will be served food and drinks by servers only. No
going up to the bar for patrons. They will have to go
through the servers only. This will eliminate crowds
gathering around bars.
At the entrance of the beer garden will have security
checking IDs and putting on wristbands. Making sure the
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security staff sanitizes in between each patron. We will
have 6ft spacing signs on ground to space anyone waiting
in line. Single file line up to the gate. Large 2ft by 3ft
safety signs and rules of the beer garden will be posted on
‘A’ frames and mounted to the fence leading up to the gate
so all patrons are aware of the rules. Masks signs will
display masks on unless seated at a table. Security will go
over the basic rules of masks and serving protocol. After
ID check, a hostess will escort the group to a clean table
inside or outside. Hand them one time use paper throw
away menus. The server for the table will take over from
there.
Sanitation team will clean table after each group use to
clean and sanitize for next use. A clean table will be
marked with table tent saying safe to use after. Tables will
be covered with plastic tablecloth so easy to clean and wipe
off. If needed to be replaced they will do so. They will also
hit all handles throughout the restaurant and fill sanitizer
where needed. The ATM machines will also be sanitized
twice hourly.
Hand Sanitizing stations will be spaced properly through
the beer garden and especially at the entrance gate and
outside the bathrooms.
Bathrooms will be cleaned at least once an hour by
bathroom attendant. Safety Disinfectant spray will be
applied to hand touching areas and make sure plenty of
toiletries and sanitizer are full.
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We will have a Clancy’s memorabilia booth selling
Clancy’s gear such as t shirts and sweaters. Gear will be
displayed and ordered in safe manor with sanitizing after
each transaction.
The St. Patrick’s Day celebration is one of our favorite
holidays and patrons have enjoyed for years. We know
with the COVID-19 we must be as safe as possible. We are
open for any other ideas that we can add to the plan. Safety
first is the main priority.

